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Abstract

In this paper, we describe the approach for seman-
tic labeling of aerial images we use in our entries
to the ISPRS 2D semantic labeling challenge. The
proposed method performs super-pixel segmenta-
tion, trains deep Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) in order to generate features which are then
used as inputs of a Support-Vector Machine. We
validate the method on multisource data: photo
with infra-red channel and corresponding eleva-
tion.

1 Introduction

The study of urban centers using Earth-
Observation (EO) data has a lot of potential
users and applications, from urban management
to flow monitoring, and in the meantime offers
great challenges: numerous and diverse semantic
classes, occlusions or bizarre geometries due to the
image-capture angle and the ortho-rectification.
Semantic labeling consists in automatically build-
ing maps of geolocalized semantic classes. With
the advent of large, labeled dataset it is now
possible to train deep networks for example to
detect roads using restricted Boltzmann machines
and cross-entropy-based neural networks [7] or
classify land cover in hyperspectral data based on
convolutional networks [10].

Our approach, that we describe precisely in sec-
tion 2 benefits from 4 assets: superpixel segmen-
tation of the images for introducing spatial con-
straints, multiscale and multisource data prepara-
tion for representing what appears at a given lo-
cation, deep convolutional networks for processing

data patches and extracting intermediate-level fea-
tures and finally support-vector machine (SVM) for
data fusion and final classification. With respect
to the works of [9] and [5], we do train the inter-
mediate layers of the CNNs on the training data
in a feed-forward manner. The work of [8] uses
also CNNs and is the most similar to ours. It dif-
fers in the fact that we do not use conditional ran-
dom fields for post-regularization, relying on the
contrary on pre-processing with the superpixels for
providing the precise spatial structure of observed
area. We also use only CNNs, instead of combin-
ing them with Random Forest classifiers to improve
the performance. Moreover, we support the idea
that by using larger multi-scale information, we are
more able to model the context around objects in
the image.

2 Our approach for the ISPRS
semantic labeling challenge

2.1 Approach

The main feature of our approach is the use of
CNNs topped with SVMs for classification. They
get patches of pixels extracted from the images as
inputs at both training and classification times. Be-
fore describing the CNNs, we first explain how we
generate these inputs.

Superpixel segmentation We first segment
ortho-images using the SLIC (Simple Linear Iter-
ative Clustering [1]) method with the implemen-
tation of the VLFeat toolbox [12]. This allows
to generate coherent regions at sub-object level.
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Patches used to feed the CNNs will then be ex-
tracted around the superpixel centröıd, and the
class estimated by the algorithm will be assigned
to the whole superpixel.

Multiple scale and multi source data Our
CNNs use 32 ∗ 32-sized 3-channel patches as input.
For each superpixel, we generate a first 32∗32 patch
at full resolution (which is roughly the size of a car)
and a 124 ∗ 124 patch (which is roughly the size of
a house or a car in context) that we downsize to
32 ∗ 32. We also build a composite image using
the Digital Surface Model (DSM) from the origi-
nal benchmark data, the normalized DSM (nDSM)
provided with one of the baselines of the bench-
mark [3] and a Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI) computed using the Infrared (I) and
Red (R) channels of the ortho-photo according to
the formula: NDV I = (I −R)/(I + R). From this
composite image we extract 32 ∗ 32 patches. As
a result, for each location defined by a superpixel,
we get 3 patches at multiple scale / multiple data
(ms/md).

Convolutional Neural Networks We used two
different network architectures that have already
been proven efficient on image datasets such as CI-
FAR [4]: LeNet and Network-in-Network (NiN), as
implemented in the MatConvNet library [11].

• The LeNet network is made of three convolu-
tional layers each followed by a relu and pool-
ing layers, then one more convolutional layer
followed only by a relu, and finally two fully-
connected layers and a softmax.

• The NiN network [6] implements a more
complex structure which include three con-
volutional layers each followed by two fully-
connected layers and then a final fully-
connected layer and a softmax.

Although we could have used these networks as is,
we chose to use them as feature extractors gen-
erated by the layer before the softmax one. For
the NiN architecture, we had to add a second
fully-connected layer at this stage to be able to
generate usable vector outputs. The network pa-
rameters are learned using patches extracted from
the training set, along with their respective class.
We used mean substraction, contrast augmentation

and data whitening for preparing the network in-
puts. For each type of network, we train three
CNNs in parallel: one for each scale and one for
patches from the composite image.

Support-Vector Machine The final classifier is
a linear SVM trained after performing a grid search
to tune the SVM parameters. More precisely, we
train six SVMs corresponding to our six classes to
proceed as a one-vs-all manner. Each SVM gen-
erates a soft-score map and from these six maps,
we apply a simple max operation to select the pre-
dicted class. We form the inputs of the SVM clas-
sifier by concatenating the intermediate-layer fea-
tures generated by the CNNs. Thus, the SVM per-
forms both the data fusion of various networks (i.e.
various data) and the classification.

2.2 Entries in the benchmark

Table 1: Description of the benchmark entries:
various CNNs (LeNet or NiN) for various input
data (32 ∗ 32 orthophoto patches or multiple scale
/ multiple data (ms/md).

Entry name Network-type Inputs Description

ONE-1 NiN 32x32 1 NiN network

ONE-2 LeNet ms/md 3 LeNet networks
ONE-3 NiN ms/md 3 NiN networks

ONE-4 LeNet+NiN ms/md 3 LeNet networks
and 3 NiN networks

We submit 4 entries to the benchmark, which
are summarized in table 1. We have a single-scale
NiN network, the two flavors of CNN (LeNet and
NiN) on multiscale, multiple data, and a last entry
that tries to make the best of both architectures by
combining them. Table 2 shows the performances
obtained by these approaches using cross-validation
on the part of the dataset for which a ground-truth
was provided. It shows competitive results with
the previous entries of the benchmark, and a small
advantage to NiN-based classifiers when cars (i.e.
small objects) are considered.
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Table 2: F1 measures, overall accuracy and Cohen’s Kappa coefficient of NiN-network or LeNet-network
intermediate-layer features and SVM for various input data.

Network Inputs Imp. surf Building Low Tree Car Overall kappa
veg. acc.

NiN 32x32 87.00 88.84 78.40 90.40 59.62 86.30 81.76

LeNet ms/md 91.41 94.61 83.04 91.25 58.94 90.07 86.69
NiN ms/md 90.84 93.12 83.51 91.35 71.80 89.82 86.43

LeNet+NiN ms/md 90.94 93.03 83.43 91.37 71.97 89.85 86.46

3 Concluding remarks

We presented an approach for semantic labeling
that combines superpixel segmentation for dis-
covering the underlying structure of the image
and convolutional networks topped with SVM for
intermediate-level feature extraction, classification
and data fusion. This framework is quite straight-
forward and can accommodate various kinds of in-
put data and output classes: thus it can be a com-
petitive solution to generic semantic labeling.
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